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Lawlors have been successfully letting property in the local area for 
over 25 years. Our approach to lettings is simple, we treat every 
property with the same care as if it were our own and deal with every 
situation with honesty and professionalism. It is an approach that seems 
to work as most of our business comes to us through word of mouth, 
recommendations and repeat business.
 The aim of this brochure is to provide prospective landlords with a comprehensive guide 
to all aspects of setting up a tenancy. Don’t worry if it seems a bit complicated at first 
we will take the time to guide you through the process or as part of our fully managed 
property service we will take care of most of the issues covered in this booklet. If you 
would like to learn more please call 02084181896
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Property Ownership 
Authority to let the property should be obtained from all joint owners, who 
should be named on the Tenancy Agreement. Where any party comprises 
more than one person, the obligations and liabilities of that party, under this 
agreement, shall be joint and several. This means that all joint owners are 
obligated and liable for the Tenancy Agreement.

Under Section 3 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 it is your responsibility to write to and 
inform the Tenant of any change of ownership, giving the new details for notice to be served, 
within a maximum period of 2 months from change of ownership, otherwise you will remain 
liable for your contractual obligations as a Landlord for the term of the tenancy

Lawlors will require Proof of Ownership for the property you intend to rent.
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Approval to let
Mortgage Approval
Where the property to be let is subject to a mortgage, permission is 
required from the mortgagee to let or to sublet the property. Please note
that applying for permission after a Tenant has been found could prejudice
the tenancy.
Freeholder Approval and Sub Letting
If you are a Leaseholder rather than a Freeholder (usually flats / maisonettes,
where you pay a Ground Rent or Service Charge to a 3rd Party) it is essential that:
•  The intended letting is permitted by your lease
•  The intended letting is for a period expiring before the expiry of your lease
•  Your landlord’s written permission is obtained prior to the subletting
•   You provide us with the relevant schedule of your lease to ensure that any clauses within 

your lease are advised to the tenant and included or attached to the tenancy agreement.
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Energy Performance
Since 1st October 2008, under the Energy Performance of Buildings 2007 
(amended 2011) all rental properties in England and Wales are required 
to have an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) prior to letting. This is 
a European directive to help reduce the Carbon Footprint of your rental 
property, so it is exceptionally important to the environment.

These reports and graphs enable tenants to SEE AT A GLANCE how your property is 
assessed against other properties, and advises how some simple remedies (such as the use 
of low energy lighting, loft insulation, cavity wall insulation) can have a huge impact on the 
environment and also on the tenant’s energy bills! EPCs are valid for 10 years (unless taken 
from a Sales Home Information Pack ‘HIP’, whereby they are only valid for 3 years)

Green Deal and Energy Efficiency
Under The Energy Act 2011 the government ‘Green Deal’ was briefly available to help make 
energy-saving home improvements, and whilst this is no longer available, some EPCs will show 
that a Green Deal loan was taken out on the property, so please be aware of this.

From 2018 Landlords should ensure their privately rented properties meet a minimum energy 
efficiency standard (confirmed at EPC rating ‘E’). From April 2016 a tenant can apply for 
consent to carry out energy efficiency improvements in privately rented properties, and the 
Landlord will not be able to reasonably refuse consent.

For more information on energy grants or ways to improve your home’s energy efficiency 
please visit www.gov.uk/energy-grants-calculator.
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Tax and the Non-Resident Landlord
All owners of property in the UK are required to pay tax on their letting 
income unless the income after allowable expenses is less than an 
individual’s personal allowances. However, special rules apply to the 
UK rental income of non-residential landlords (NRL) or landlords who live 
abroad (usually for more than a six month period).
Non-Resident Landlord Scheme
The NRL scheme operates for rental income paid on or after 6 April 1996 and replaces the 
old rules under Taxes Management Act 1970. If you rent your property through an agent they 
will deduct tax from your rental income (currently at a rate of 20%), unless written notification to 
the contrary is received from the Inland Revenue in the form of an Approval Certificate. 

An approval certificate will allow you to receive all rental income due without deductions to 
cover tax liabilities and you can apply for this by completing an NRL1 form which Lawlors can 
provide for you. Alternatively, the forms are available from The Inland Revenue at the address 
below, and you can apply for approval if:
•   Your UK tax affairs are up-to-date
•   You have never had any UK tax obligation or
•   You do not expect to be liable to UK tax

If you do not have Inland Revenue Approval at the outset of the tenancy, Lawlors or your 
tenant will be required to withhold and pay the tax due on your behalf. If you are a non-
resident Landlord, and this tax deduction will continue if approval has not been received 
within 30 days of each quarter. Whilst your eventual liability for tax may be less than the 
amount forwarded to the Inland Revenue, Lawlors will not be liable for refunds and you will 
need to liaise with the Inspector of Taxes directly. All tax deducted and held pending quarterly 
assessment will not earn interest on your behalf. 

30th June  30th September
31st December 31st March

Quarters end on:

Contact Details: Centre for Non-Residents
Fitzroy House, P O Box 46, Nottingham, NG2 1BD
Tel: 0151 472 6208/9 or www.hmrc.gov.uk/cnr

Tax relief for all residential landlords
 
The tax relief that landlords of residential properties get for finance costs is being restricted to 
the basic rate of Income Tax. This is being phased in from 6 April 2017 and will be fully in 
place from 6 April 2020.  For more information it is advised you speak to a tax advisor or 
accountant and further information and working examples can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-tax-relief-for-residential-landlords-how-its-worked-out-including-case-studies
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Deposit Protection
Amendments to the Housing Act 2004 took place on 6th April 2007, 
when Tenancy Deposit Protection (TDP) came into force on all new Assured 
Shorthold Tenancies and stated that a landlord may no longer hold a 
security deposit on behalf of their tenant.
The Landlord is responsible for ensuring:
•   That the Tenant’s Security Deposit is forwarded to or insured by an approved scheme to be 

held for the term of the Tenancy
•   That the Tenant or the person paying the deposit (eg: parent or guarantor) receives the 

relevant Prescribed Scheme Information
•   This all must happen within 30 days of receipt of the deposit

At the present time this legislation does NOT apply to
non-Housing Act tenancies, which are:
•   Tenancies with an annual pure rent of over £100,000 or less than £1,000
•   Tenancies with a resident landlord
•   Tenancies where the property is a 2nd home and not the tenants main residence
•   Company Tenancies

However, as all client money including security deposits needs to be held in a ring-fenced 
account, we are more than happy to securely hold the deposit for non-housing Act tenancies
in our deposit account.
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Inventory
Inventory and Schedule of Condition
Lawlors expect our landlords to provide a professional inventory, forms the 
basis of check-ins and check-outs.

We, therefore, strongly advise you to employ the services of one of our recommended 
Inventory Clerks, to arrange a make of inventory and schedule of condition and ‘check in’ 
at the outset of the tenancy. In the event of the property being let to a company, both parties 
will usually be liable for appointing their own inventory clerk and bearing the cost of both the 
check-in and check out reports.

Please Note: If you do not have an unbiased, comprehensive document prepared by a 
qualified Inventory Clerk, checked and agreed by the tenant at the outset of the tenancy, and 
the tenant does not agree with the deductions you require at the end of the tenancy, you may 
be UNABLE to prove your case to the Independent Case Examiner appointed by the Deposit 
Scheme you have chosen to use, and therefore will be UNABLE to withhold money from the 
tenant’s deposit.

Inventory FAQs
Frequently Asked Questions regarding inventories

Q.  Why do I need a professional inventory?
  In April 2007 the law regarding your tenant’s security deposit changed: The deposit 

now has to be lodged with either an insurance scheme (Tenancy Deposit Scheme or 
My Deposits) OR with a custodial scheme (Deposit Protection Service). At the end of

 the tenancy the Landlord is NOT able to make deductions from the deposit, without
 the permission of the Tenant.

  If the tenant does not agree with the deductions requested by the Landlord you will 
have to rely on evidence, such as the Inventory and Schedule of Condition, the Check-
in and Check-Out Reports and any interim Property Inspections, as well, of course, as 
the Tenancy Agreement.

 The Tenancy Deposit Services Says:
  “We cannot emphasise strongly enough the importance of a well prepared and clearly 

presented inventory and schedule of condition at the beginning and end of the tenancy.
 We are aware that Landlords may sometimes be reluctant to prepare these    
 comprehensive documents but they should understand that it will be very difficult to   
 demonstrate that the property has deteriorated during the tenancy, or that the tenant is   
 liable for repairs or damage without proper documentation. Failure to produce such   
 evidence will be taken into account by the Independent Case Examiner in his    
 adjudication and may lead directly to a determination being made in favour of    
 the tenant.”
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Q.  Why can’t I prepare the inventory myself?
  The simple answer is that you can. It is just advisable to use a trained and qualified 

inventory clerk who knows exactly what is required for the document to be useful in the 
case of a dispute. If you have the time to study inventory preparation and are confident 
that your reports will be comprehensive and sufficient for the purpose, then Lawlors are 
happy to accept such documentation. If in doubt please speak to one of our staff.

Q.  What is a schedule of condition and why do I need one?
  The schedule of condition explains whether the property has been recently decorated, 

whether it has been professionally cleaned (and usually an invoice for works is 
attached) or domestically cleaned, whether the carpets have been vacuumed or 
professionally shampooed, if there is any lime-scale build-up, if the windows are clean 
(inside and out), if the upholstery has been dry-cleaned (with receipts) etc. At the 
end of the tenancy you will only be able to ask the tenant to shampoo the carpets or 
professionally clean the interior, if these were documented as carried out at the outset of 
the tenancy.

Q.  What if I do not want to provide an Inventory and 
Schedule of Condition? 

  The tenancy can still proceed, but your tenant may take this as a sign that you are not 
really bothered about the condition of the property and, of course, you are unlikely 
to be able to make deductions from the deposit at the end of the tenancy, unless the 
tenant is in agreement.

  If you do not have an extensive record of the property and it’s condition from the start 
of the tenancy you will not have evidence to back up any deductions you wish to 
make.

  Eg. If you pay £250 for an inventory make, schedule and check-in at the beginning
 of the tenancy then £150 on check-out when the tenant vacates the property if it is not   
 clean, the carpets are stained, items are damaged, walls  require decorating, you can   
 make all appropriate  deductions to bring the property back to the same standard   
 as at the outset of the tenancy (less fair wear and tear). However without    
 the correct inventory documentation, if the tenant does not agree to the deposit    
 deductions you will have no evidence to provide to the Independent Case Examiner   
 and you could find yourself footing the bill for a lot more than £400.

Please Note: If you are including brand new or expensive fixtures and fittings in the property 
please ensure that you attach to the inventory the proof of purchase, in the form of a sales 
receipt, and, where possible, the manufacturer guidelines.
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Insurance
Landlord Insurance Obligations
The property and its contents should be comprehensively insured to include 
3rd Party Liability and Occupier risks and Public Liability, as well as cover 
furnished lettings if applicable. Your tenant should be given a copy of your 
insurance schedule for buildings and contents, as this will form part of your 
tenancy agreement.

Failure to inform your Insurance Company that the property is let out could render the policy 
void. It is the Tenants responsibility to arrange and insure their own personal belongings.

Just because you let your property unfurnished, it doesn’t mean that it’s empty; as a Landlord 
you could be exposed to more risks than you realise. Standard Landlord’s Contents Insurance 
for Unfurnished Properties should cover:
•  Your carpets, curtains, blinds, light fittings and your kitchen appliances and goods
•   Protection for you and your tenants with property owner’s liability so that if your tenant 

injures themselves in your property and you are found to be negligent, you could save 
yourself a hefty bill for damages

•   Loss of rent or re-letting costs if something really serious happens and your tenant needs to 
move out

•   Replacing locks if the keys have been stolen

Public Liability Insurance
•   Public liability covers the landlord for claims against them by anyone coming into contact 

with the property. This may be the tenant, visitors, contractors, officials or even trespassers! 
Eg: If a tenant tripped on a loose carpet, fell down the stairs, broke their leg and was 
unable to work, they could make a claim against the landlord for damages. This could be 
a substantial sum, but with public liability insurance cover, you will not have to worry.

•   Please note that it is essential for property owners to advise their insurance company of 
changes in circumstances, which includes when the property is being rented out.

•   Failure to inform will likely mean that the insurance is void.
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Consumer Protection
Under the Consumer Protection Act 2008 the Landlord and the Agent have 
a legal responsibility to fully notify the ‘average consumer’ of anything 
which is likely to cause them to take a ‘different transactional decision’.
Average Consumer
Applies not only to your tenant but also to prospective tenants including anyone enquiring 
about your property from an advertisement, website, newspaper, To Let board etc.

Different Transaction Decision
Applies not only to your tenant but also to prospective viewers of your property. If a viewer 
travels some distance and then finds that the property is unsuitable because of something 
which should have been disclosed at the time of booking the viewing appointment.

What should be disclosed?
Put yourself into the consumer’s shoes and think about anything which might put you off renting 
the property, other than personal opinion (of decor, style etc). Ensure that Lawlors are notified, 
at the time of valuation or instruction, of anything which is not obvious and is something a 
prospective tenant should be aware of prior to viewing.

Some examples:
•   Public notices eg: planning applications which would affect the property or neighbourhood
•  There is no parking available near the property
•  Somebody recently died in the property 
•  Property backs onto a graveyard
•  The property next door is a building site with scaffolding up

Please Note: Lawlors expect you to notify of anything you feel could have an effect on the 
tenant or prospective tenant and take no responsibility for any actions under the CPR due to 
negligence for anything which should have been disclosed prior or during marketing of the 
property or throughout any tenancy to a tenant whom we introduced to you.
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The Condition of the Property
 If you are a landlord, then not only do you need to keep your property in 
good condition, but there are a number of legal, safety and maintenance 
issues that you must adhere to. If you don’t fulfil these duties then you will be 
potentially liable for any accidents which occur to your tenants whilst they 
are in the property or within the property boundary.

If you fail to comply with your obligations under the Consumer Protection Act 1987, and 
a Tenant is seriously injured or dies as a result of faulty gas or electric issues, you may be 
prosecuted for voluntary manslaughter or involuntary manslaughter. This is a very serious
issue and Lawlors can NOT deal with your property if you do not take your safety 
responsibilities seriously.

Let us take care of it!
If you feel that these duties are too time consuming, then you can always ask Lawlors Property 
Management Department to act as your property agent, to help you with your property 
requirements.

As well as keeping your property safe, you need to make sure that it is well maintained.
Whilst a poorly maintained property might not be illegal, it will surely lead to a quicker turn 
around of tenant, more difficulty in re-letting and, hence, lack of rental return.

As well as maintaining the property, as long as you follow a few simple legal requirements 
then both you and your tenant will remain happy and safe from legal trouble.
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Statutory Repair Obligations
Landlord and Tenant Act 1985

As a Landlord you need to make sure that both the outside and inside of your property are well 
maintained and kept to a high level of repair.

The Landlord needs to comply with the obligations to repair the Premises as set out in sections 
11 to 16 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 (as amended by the Housing Act 1988).

These sections impose on the Landlord obligations to repair the structure of the premises and 
exterior (including drains, gutters and pipes);
•   Certain installations for the supply of water
•   Electricity and gas
•   Sanitary appliances including basins, sinks, baths and sanitary conveniences
•   Space heating
•   Water heating; but not other fixtures, fittings, and appliances for making use of the supply 

of water and electricity

Please Note: This obligation for repairs arises only after notice has been given to the Landlord 
by the Tenant.
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Fitness for Human Habitation (HHSRS)
The fitness for human habitation rules under the Housing Act 1985, have been replaced by
the more extensive and complicated provisions of Part 1 Housing Act 2004. These provide 
a new system for assessing housing conditions and enforcing housing standards called the 
Housing Health and Safety Rating System (or HHSRS for short). There are 29 hazards and
each hazard is assessed separately. If judged to be serious, with a high score, it is deemed
to be a Category 1 hazard.

There are 29 hazards which need to be considered, and these have been divided into 
four groupings:

Category 1 Hazards should be removed or remedied within a set time, generally 28 days. 
In most serious cases the local authority will serve a prohibition notice.

Taking Care of your Responsibilities
Failing to provide adequate safety measures could leave you liable for damages or legal action. 
Remember, you could be prosecuted for manslaughter IF your tenant dies or are seriously injured 
from something in your property that you should have repaired.

As long as all the safety measures are met and you keep your property well maintained 
both inside and outside, it will remain in demand from tenants. Keeping a safe and properly 
maintained property will also ensure that you remain free from potential legal problems.

The government has produced a comprehensive booklet which can be downloaded from their 
website. Just type “HHSRS Gov.uk” into your search engine or telephone Lawlors 
if you would like a copy on 020 8418 1896.

Physiological:
•   Damp and mould growth
•   Excess cold
•   Excess heat
•    Asbestos and manufactured mineral fibre
•    Biocides
•   Carbon monoxide and fuel combustion products
•   Lead
•   Radiation
•   Uncombusted fuel gas
•   Volatile organic compounds

Psychological:
•   Crowding and space
•   Entry by intruders
•   Lighting
•   Noise

Protection against Infection:
•   Domestic hygiene, pests and refuse
•   Food safety
•   Personal hygiene, sanitation and drainage
•   Water supply for domestic purpose

Protection against Accidents:
•    Falls associated with baths
•    Falling on level surfaces
•    Falling associated with stairs and steps
•    Falling between levels
•    Electrical hazards
•    Fire
•    Flames and hot surfaces
•    Collision and entrapment
•    Explosions
•    Position and operability of amenities
•    Structural collapse and failing elements
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Legionella
What is legionella and Legionnaires’ disease?
Legionnaires’ disease is a form of pneumonia caused by the legionella 
bacteria and it is caused by the inhalation of airborne droplets. The 
symptoms are initially similar to those of flu but in severe cases can develop 
into pneumonia and there is a fatality rate of approximately 12%.

The bacteria are widespread and outbreaks of the illness occur where water, in pipes, tanks, 
cooling towers, showers, spa pools, pools and hot water systems in all sorts of domestic 
premises are maintained at a temperature high enough to encourage growth. Legionella can 
survive in low temperatures, but thrive at temperatures between 20°C and 45°C, however, 
high temperatures of 60°C and over will kill them.
Legionnaires’ disease can affect anybody, but some people are at higher risk including those 
over 45, smokers and heavy drinkers, those suffering from chronic respiratory or kidney 
disease, and people whose immune system is impaired.

Your responsibility as a Landlord
The legal duty for landlords who provide residential accommodation to consider, assess and 
control the risks of exposure to Legionella to their tenants is not new. This requirement stems 
from the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1989; Section 3(2) of the 
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 makes provision for the legislation to apply to landlords 
of both business and domestic premises. All water systems require an assessment of the risk, 
which they can carry out themselves if they are competent, or employ somebody who is.
In most residential settings, a simple assessment may show that the risks are low and no further 
action may be necessary. (An example of a typical lower risk situation may be found in a small 
building (eg: housing unit) with small domestic-type water systems, where daily water usage 
is inevitable and sufficient to turn over the entire system; where cold water is directly from a 
wholesome mains supply (no stored water tanks); where hot water is fed from instantaneous 
heaters or low volume water heaters (supplying outlets at 50 °C); and where the only outlets 
are toilets and wash hand basins).

If the assessment shows the risks are low and are being properly managed, no further action 
is needed but it is important to document your findings and ensure that a copy of your 
assessment is provided to your tenant or managing agent. You must review the assessment 
regularly in case anything changes in the system.
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Precautions which will help control the risk are:
Where showers are installed, these have the means of creating and dispersing water droplets, 
which may be inhaled causing a foreseeable risk of exposure to legionella.  However, if used 
regularly (as in the majority of most domestic settings) the risks are reduced. In any case, tenants 
should be advised to regularly clean and disinfect showerheads. Instantaneous electric showers 
pose less of a risk as they are generally cold water-fed and heat only small volumes of water
during operation.

It is important that water is not allowed to stagnate within the water system and so there should be 
careful management of dwellings that are vacant for extended periods (eg: student accommodation 
left empty over the summer vacation). As a general principle, outlets on hot and cold water systems 
should be used at least once a week to maintain a degree of water flow and minimise the chances 
of stagnation. 

To manage the risks during non-occupancy, consideration should be given to implementing a 
suitable flushing regime or other measures such as draining the system if it is to remain vacant for 
long periods.
•  Flush out the system prior to letting the property
•   Avoid debris getting into the system by ensuring the cold water tanks, where fitted, have a tight 

fitting lid
•  Make sure any redundant pipework is identified and removed
•  Keep water in pipes and tanks below 20°C or above 45°C
•    Make sure that low use systems are flushed through regularly by running taps routinely
•  Keep the system clean to avoid the build-up of sediments which may provide nutrients or 

harbourage
•   Use a water treatment programme which involves the testing, disinfection and maintenance
 of the system
•  Ensure that the system is well maintained
•  Allow the shower to run for a couple of minutes before using it
•  Avoid creating unnecessary spray when running taps
•   Swimming pools which appear clean and which have a smell of chlorine are unlikely to be a risk

Tenants should be advised of any control measures put in place that should be maintained eg: not 
to adjust the temperature setting of the calorifier, to regularly clean showerheads and to inform the 
landlord if the hot water is not heating properly or there are any other problems with the system so 
that appropriate action can be taken.  

If there are difficulties gaining access to occupied housing units, appropriate checks can be made 
by carrying out inspections of the water system, for example, when undertaking mandatory visits 
such as gas safety checks or routine maintenance visits.



Safety Regulations
•  Gas Safety Regulations
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•  Building Regulations
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Safety Regulations
The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998
Gas safety is exceptionally important and you need to ensure that all gas 
appliances such as boilers and ovens are fully maintained and annually 
inspected for their safety and suitability.

By law, a Landlord’s Gas Safety Certificate MUST be carried out by a Gas Safe Engineer 
annually or at a change of tenants. A copy of this certificate MUST be given to EVERY 
INDIVIDUAL TENANT and the Landlord must keep proof of receipt of this certificate. Records 
MUST be kept for a minimum of 6 years and, where possible, a copy should be put up in the 
property for all to see.

Penalties for non-compliance are: 6 months imprisonment and/or £5,000 fine.

The Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994
Although the above act does not demand a Landlord certificate for electrical equipment within 
a rented property, the Consumer Protection Act 1987 clearly states that any rented property 
MUST BE SAFE FOR THE PURPOSE. Unless you are able to categorically confirm that ALL 
electrical appliances and equipment in your rented property are safe (which means it must be 
checked by a competent person) then you will remain criminally negligent if anything happens 
to your tenant as a result of faulty electrical equipment. It is our understanding that Trading 
Standards Officers will expect all cabling, fuses and electrical equipment to be inspected as 
part of a Periodic Inspection every 5 years with a Portable Appliance Test or Visual Inspection 
taking place annually or at the change of tenancy.
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The Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm (England) Regulations 2015
From the 1st October 2015 regulations require both smoke alarms and carbon monoxide 
alarms to be installed in rented residential accommodation. Changes are also made to the 
license requirements in relation to Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs), such as shared 
houses and bedsits, which require a license and also in relation to properties which are 
subject to selective licensing. The Regulations apply both to houses and flats. These provisions 
only apply in England & Wales.

Please arrange for a Carbon Monoxide Detector to be installed at your rented property 
because CO is a silent killer and it is vital that you take all precautions to prevent your tenant 
from being seriously injured or worse!

Please remember, the most reliable way of checking CO levels in your house is to install an 
audible CO alarm. However, you should never rely on them entirely as they are a warning 
system, and not a replacement for regularly servicing appliances.

Penalties for non-compliance are: Civil penalty of up to £5,000 fine.
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The Furniture and Furnishings (Fire Safety Amendment) 
Regulations 1993

This is an important legal requirement, and not following it could result in serious injury or
even death for tenants. Since the legislation was changed in 1993, you NEED to make sure 
that all furniture is fire resistant and complies with current regulations. If it does not, you could 
be liable for prosecution. Please remember that, even if you store items in a shed, garage
or cordoned-off section of the loft, these items MUST still adhere to the legislations and it is
no good ‘selling’ the items to the tenant, they still HAVE TO COMPLY with this legislation. 
Please ensure that the following items comply, and have a SAFETY LABEL STILL ATTACHED
(unless stated otherwise).

For those items without a compliance label, receipts showing purchase date for all items 
manufactured after 1 March 1989:
•   Furniture intended for private use in dwellings including children’s furniture
•    Beds, headboards and mattresses (mattresses and bed bases do not require the label 

to be attached but must still comply)
•    Sofa beds and futons
•    Nursery furniture
•    Garden furniture, if suitable for use in a dwelling
•    Scatter cushions and seat pads (do not require the label to be attached but 

must still comply)
•    Pillows (do not require the label to be attached but must still comply)
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What Happens When?
Letting your property can seem quite daunting but we are here to ensure a smooth let and for 
any advice that you need during that time.

We will do all the work whilst keeping you advised and take the stress out of organising 
preparing and finalising your let.

Find a suitable tenant
and reference them

Register and protect
the deposit

Prepare your
property for
marketing

Sign up with
the tenants

Arrange an inventory
and check in

1.

7.

4.

10.

2.

8.

5.

3.

9.

6.

Send out documents for 
your information

Market your property

Arrange cleaning
and gas and
electrical checks

Collect rent and deposit
from the tennants

Hand them the keys



Checklist
Listed below is a summary of points that need to be addressed prior to the tenancy starting
MORTGAGE
Get permission to let from your mortgage lender.
EPC - ENERGY RATING CERTICATE
Provide Lawlors with a copy or instruct Lawlors to arrange and compile an epc.
We must have a current certificate as soon as the property goes on the market.
LEASEHOLD PROPERTY
Obtain consent from the freeholder if you are a leaseholder.
INSURANCE
Review building and contents insurance.
MAIL
Arrange for the redirection of mail with the post office.
PROPERTY INSTRUCTIONS
Prepare a property manual with instructions for appliances, location of stop cocks and
an information guide – local schools, neighbours, shops, location of rubbish bins etc.
KEYS
Label up the keys you leave at the property or bring to our offices indicating the doors/windows they are for.
GAS SAFETY CHECK
Organise a gas safety check and appropriate certificate.
SMOKE DETECTORS
Smoke and carbon monoxide alarms: check that smoke and co alarms are present and working.
ELECTRICAL CHECK
Make sure that all appliances are compliant and that wiring and sockets are safe.
CHIMNEY/FLUES
Make sure that these have been swept prior to letting and leave a photo copy of latest
receipt with agents and at the property.
FIRE & FURNISHING
Make sure that only furniture and soft furnishings that meet the current regulation remain – 
this includes garden furniture as well.
STOP COCKS
Label up internal stop cocks.
LPG GAS BOTTLES
Make sure these are full at the tenancy commencement.
OILTANKS
Make sure that these are full at the tenancy start.
SEPTIC TANKS
Ensure that these are emptied at the start of the tenancy.
PERSONAL ITEMS
Ensure that all personal and valuable items are securely stored or removed.
TELEPHONE
Ensure that there is a line installed and that you have requested a closing account. If you are retaining your
telephone number, ensure that you have arranged this with the telephone service provider.
CONTRACTORS
If you wish to use your own preferred contractors please provide Lawlors (managed) or the tenant (unmanaged)
with a full list.
DECORATION
Make sure the property is in good decorative condition.
GARDEN
Ensure the garden is suitably maintained and if a gardener is being provided with the let, make arrangements for this.
PROPERTY CLEANING
The property ideally should be professionally cleaned prior to an initial let. Lawlors can arrange this for you providing
the instruction is given in writing/emails.
UTILITIES
You should provide Lawlors with full details of the utility providers to the property.
DEPOSIT
If the letting is to be a let only tenancy, provide Lawlors with details of your chosen deposit protection scheme and your 
membership number, as the agent will not be able to prepare the tenancy documentation.
KEYS
Three sets for fully managed, one set (per adult) for other services



Landlord’s Services
Lawlors offer three levels of service to accommodate the differing needs of our clients, from a 
Full Managed Service for those that prefer the convenience and peace of mind an ‘all inclusive’ 
style service, to an Introduction Service, for the experienced ‘do it yourself’ landlord.

The options we can offer and a table of fees are listed below.

SERVICE
FEATURE

FULLY MANAGED 
SERVICE

15% incl VAT (12.5%+ vat)

RENT COLLECTION 
SERVICE

12.5% incl VAT (10.42% + vat)

TENANT FIND
10% incl VAT (8.3% + vat)

Advertising and promoting
the property until a suitable
tenant is found
Displaying a Lawlors board
Arranging viewings and
accompanying them
Taking up references and
carrying out credit checks
where necessary on
prospective tenants
Preparing the tenancy
agreement (fee applies)
Signing up the tenant and
collecting the first months
rent and security deposit
Intital Right to Rent checks
carried out
Paying into the landlords
account by BAC’s
Handling of deposit funds
under MyDeposits.co.uk
rules 
Notifying local authority for
council tax responsibility
Serving legal notices to
regain possession
On going collection of rent
Chasing late or non
payment of rent
Includes landlords support
and legal advice
Providing a monthly
statement of account
Arranging an inventory
Carrying out interim visits
to check on the general 
condition of the property
  Arranging any maintenance
and repairs as necessary
  Designated property
manager provided
   Renewing gas safety
certificates
   Dealing with any claim from
the deposit against the
tenant for damage if
necessary
   Visiting the property on the
day the tenancy commences
to test smoke and carbon
monoxide alarms  
On going Right to Rent
checks carried out where
necessary
We will keep you informed
of any new legislation relevant
to renting your property 

 

fees apply



We hope that this document has been of use 
but if you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call our Property Management 
team on 020 841 818 96.
 
If you would like to hear what other Landlords have 
to say about our service please have a look on 
Google at our review scores.

Loughton WoodfordChigwell



Chigwell
116 High Road, Chigwell,

Essex IG7 5BJ
T 0208 281 0222

Loughton
165 High Road, Loughton, 

Essex IG10 4LF
T 0208 502 3388

Woodford
457 High Road, Woodford Green, 

Essex IG8 0XE
T 0208 506 9109


